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About This Content

The soundtrack for Pillar; ambient music set in the dead of winter composed by Michael Hicks. Also includes an album of
bonus tracks, concept art from the game, a photography album and more!

Track Listing

1. Who/What/Where? 02:04
2. Pillar 01:46

3. I Met You... Again 05:54
4. Bonkers (Slow) 04:28
5. Gathering Place 04:10

6. The Cathedral / What Little You Have 02:56
7. Frivolous 01:12

8. Cooperate / Ancient Prophecies 05:42
9. To Find Peace (During Winter) / Unexpected Visitor 02:10

10. Gathering Place pt. 2 / Life in a Museum 06:25

All music written, performed and produced by Michael Hicks

Additional credits:
Adrian Garcia - The Postmaster (track four)

Lee Anne Connaway, Katie Wall, Kaylin King, Marisa Uhls - Library Visitors (track four)

Songs will be placed in the Pillar folder in the Steam Directory: …\Steam\steamapps\common\Pillar\
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This game definitely lives up to it's title.
At first, the questions seem tame enough, but by the final round, you may find yourself in some very uncomfortable situations.
The game has a solo mode for playing alone, which sees you trying pick the answer that the rest of the world has gone with. It
can be entertaining seeing how you line up with the majority, but the game really shines when playing with a group of people,
either locally, or via the interactive Live Show mode. The group dynamic opens up a range of discussions you never thought
you'd ever have (or wanted to have!), and adding your own twist on it with something like a drinking game is sure to spice up
the Awkwardness even more!
(please drink responsibly :P ). Quite simply great fun.. DO NOT BUY IF YOU HAVE AN OS NEWER THAN WINDOWS
XP.

It crashes on startup on new operating systems. If you want to experience HoI2 than buy Darkest Hour instead, which does not
crash if played in windowed mode. It has an option to play in a way which is pretty much HoI2 with bugfixes.

Real shame though, because i think HoI 2 is best HoI.. It's pretty fun. Not a lot of guidance, so you have to figure a lot of the
controls out (point your gun down to reload, you have swords on your back you can grab). I haven't gotten motion sick in VR for
awhile though, but this game made me sick after about 30 minutes of playing.. Where do you find the Manual for this route?
. Silly people writes silly reviews.
This game is colorful, has nice art and concept, weird physics and good casual playability.
Get it if you want to play casually in short bursts. This one is perfect for that!.

I loved (and bought just for) the fact that it works perfectly on GNU\/Linux
Fedora 28, i7 7700K, 16GB RAM, Nitro+ RX 580
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A really nice visual novel, with an interesting plot and good art. I enjoyed the fact you can skip the dialogue, when you've
already read it. Recommend it.. So far this game is great, it is very fun even for me... and I don't play horror often. The textures
are not super but if you can look past than this game is certainly worth your money. Remember this is an indie game, not an
AAA.. This game is similar to Fire Emblem,actually I have played Fire Emblem, oh Steam lets me bring back many pleasant
memories which I forgot.
Although this game's map is not wide, but you can feel free in this game.. I lost my premuim content when sony sold this the
Magix while I'm happy with the software. However I'm not happy with the fact they removed my delux loop. anyhow I changed
it ot positive as I got this on sale so I should NOT complain. just a note the packs dont give you extra parts (structural) it allows
you to only build the blueprint , after placing a ticket in i was told this from a dev . you do however gain the extra guns and
wheels and cabin , and also the increase in storage parts but not the space to hold them . so if you think u are gonna spend that
extra coinage on kewl stuff , nope just storage . and after 200 parts u need 2 storage upgrades which = 900 coins
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